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1. Introduction

Mobile video services account for over half of the total data consumption of
mobile networks [19]. They are usually offered through centrally located cloud
data centers which store and deliver traditional video services, such as video-
on-demand and act as relays in live streaming. Recently, new types of latency
critical video services have emerged which could also benefit from cloud offload-
ing or in some cases require it. These new applications include mobile cloud
gaming, mobile augmented reality and mobile virtual reality.

In mobile cloud gaming, the game is rendered remotely in the cloud and
streamed as a video stream to a thin client running in a mobile device. The
main advantages of cloud gaming include the far less strict requirements for the
client hardware. Potentially, millions of new devices such as mobile phones and
tablets, could gain access to games, which would run normally only on high-end
desktop PCs.

In recent years, Virtual Reality (VR) games and applications have also gained
popularity. The market is currently divided into the high-end PC tethered
deployments and more low-cost smartphone-based solutions. Cloud rendered
graphics could potentially bring the high-end user experience also to the low-
cost mobile segment. As in cloud gaming, keeping the latency low is the key
challenge. A mismatch between the sensory inputs of human balance sensing
and visual systems in VR can lead to motion sickness which renders the system
unusable.

Augmented reality (AR) applications are another example of latency-critical
applications. An AR application applies, for instance, object recognition on a
video stream captured by the camera of a user’s mobile device and projects
information about the recognized object to the display of the device. In recent
years, the use of convolutional neural networks to detect and recognize objects in
the scene have become popular with the rise of AI applications. AR applications
can use cloud offloading in multiple ways. The camera input stream could be
completely analyzed in the cloud or only the computationally demanding parts of
the application. In addition, remote rendered graphics could be used to display
more complex graphics. Tracking latency for the key objects detected in the
camera input is the main challenge for cloud offloaded AR as the connection
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between the augmented and the real world must be in sync for the experience to
be immersive.

Latency is a key factor that affects the quality of user experience in all remote
rendered graphics applications. The input from recent studies regarding accept-
able delays in human computer interaction needs to be considered in designing
such a distributed system. In addition, the entire delay pipeline from user inter-
action to the result being visible on the screen needs to be understood, measured
and optimized. This thesis aims at providing solutions to these challenges.

Network latency has been investigated heavily in recent years. Most of the
research concentrates on the wired part of the Internet latency. Little research
has focused on the access delay additions to the latency in mobile networks.
Recent studies [16, 81] have also shown that the base latency of both the server
and client hardware is a significant addition to the overall delay. What is needed
and is currently missing include robust methods to measure and estimate the end
to-end latency, which impacts the decisions on server allocation and deployment.
This requires solid understanding of the anatomy of the end-to-end latency and
a way to quantify it in a piece-wise manner.

The client side latencies related to remote rendering applications include
delays that can be calculated by instrumenting the application code such as video
decoding and data reception. However, there are delays related to user input
and frame display logic that need an external tool to be measured accurately.
In this thesis, we present methodology to accurately measure the entire client
delay pipeline of various latency-critical applications.

The latency dissection of latency-critical applications is difficult without practi-
cal scenarios. Cloud gaming is a typical example of such a service. Some studies
already exist which attempt to identify the latency requirements in cloud gam-
ing [46, 57, 88, 14]. While traditional cloud gaming has attracted some attention,
few scientific works have been published on mobile cloud gaming with some
exceptions [56]. Nevertheless, the mobile environment and devices present
specific challenges, such as how to account for the limited display, touch screen
controls, and limited battery life.

Most cloud gaming studies related to Quality of Experience (QoE) have focused
on finding subjective acceptable latencies. In this thesis, we take a step further
and use our latency dissection results together with the latest human-computer
interaction (HCI) studies to determine if such system can achieve latencies
that cannot be perceived by the user. When the client and server processing
delays are known, we can execute a continent-wide latency study to specify the
optimal number of server locations and their geographical placement. We will
also enable cloud rendering for virtual reality (VR) applications. As the latency
limits in VR are so low, specific latency mitigation or hiding mechanisms need to
be implemented.

How to efficiently set up a distributed mobile interactive cloud system for
latency-critical applications is a core problem for which this thesis sets out to
answer. This is achieved by acknowledging and measuring the base latencies of
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such systems, performing a Europe-wide latency study and constructing working
prototypes for relevant use cases. Next, we elaborate on the specific research
questions, scope and methodology of this thesis.

1.1 Research Questions and Scope

The challenge of designing and setting up a distributed cloud system for inter-
active mobile applications is demanding as one needs to consider the human
interaction in the loop, the particular latency requirements of the application
and the base latencies for the server, client and network infrastructure. We
will use real, practical application scenarios as examples in our research ques-
tions. However, the research should be mostly applicable to other latency-critical
applications as well. The research questions of this thesis are as follows.

RQ 1. What are the most important client side and server side com-
ponents that affect the end-to-end delay in delay sensitive mobile in-
teractive applications?
To answer this question, we also need to develop accurate measurement meth-
ods to be able to dissect the client side delays. We also predict how upcoming
technologies could alleviate the current delays.

RQ 2. Is it possible for a cloud gaming system to achieve latencies so
short that users cannot perceive them with current technologies?
Here, we utilize the results of we first research question and also measure the
effect of server placement, server architecture, and the used access method on
the overall latency. The measured total latencies need to be compared to latency
limits gathered from previous research.

RQ 3. How to offload mobile virtual reality graphics rendering to the
cloud without compromising the user experience?
In virtual reality applications the acceptable latency is even lower than in cloud
gaming. In this research question, we present the necessary techniques to hide
the unavoidable latency in remote-rendered VR and also show methods to hinder
the computational requirements on the server.

Table 1.1 summarizes the main output of the research questions together
with the application scenarios used in the measurements. A number of existing
studies on latency-critical applications only concentrate on the varying network
latency. As mentioned above, recent studies have shown that computers and
mobile phones inflict notable base delays to human computer interaction. In-
spired by this work, the first research question aims to accurately measure the
base latencies on the mobile phone and on the server. We utilize open-source
applications and inject timing hooks to dissect the system delay. For input and
display delays, we develop new methods when needed to accurately measure the
input to photon delay.

The scope of this thesis is focused mainly on offloaded latency-critical visual
applications, such as mobile cloud gaming, mobile remote rendered virtual re-
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Table 1.1. Main research outputs and the used application scenarios in the measurements.

Research

question
Main research output Application scenario

RQ1

Client and server-side

processing delay measurement

methods and results

Cloud Gaming, Mobile

Virtual Reality, Mobile

Augmented Reality, Object

Detection & Recognition

RQ2
Effect of distributed server

architecture for the overall delay
Cloud Gaming

RQ3

Methods to hide input delay and

hinder computational

requirements for the server

Mobile Virtual Reality

ality and remote object detection and recognition. As the number of example
applications is quite large, we aim to find common delay sources in the applica-
tion scenarios to make the measurement studies as generalizable as possible.
However, in research question 2, we use cloud gaming as an example scenario to
determine what are the latency gains when distributing the server infrastruc-
ture and altering the server architecture and network access method. We apply
the lessons learned from the latest HCI studies on perceivable delays to assess
the possibility of designing a system for which a user could not perceive the use
of remote rendering.

We further narrow down the scope of the thesis in research question 3. Virtual
reality applications have been shown to have extremely stringent control-to-
photon delay requirements [53, 3]. Traditional remote-rendering methods are
not adequate as any additional delay in such systems can make the system unus-
able. As the latencies cannot be completely avoided, we instead design methods
to hide the latency from the user and hinder the computational requirements
for the server.

1.2 Methodology

The answers to the research questions listed above were found by evaluating a
number of comprehensive system designs and implementations. In addition, a
comprehensive set of measurements were conducted. We used state-of-the-art
techniques to measure the base latencies of both the client and server hardware.
A novel measurement device modified from the WALT Latency timer [36] was
used to dissect the control and display latencies of modern mobile phones. We
were able to accurately measure the true control-to-photon latency with the built
device together with code injections into open-source server and client software.
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In addition, we built a prototype of a container-based cloud gaming system to
compare the performance overhead of running a GPU-accelerated game in a
container vs. a traditional virtual machine.

The optimal server placement problem is solved with a combination of real-
world measurements and simulations. The latency data used in the simulations
were gathered from latency measurements conducted between servers in the
Planetlab [31] testbed and Speedtest.net [73] servers. The data was used in
simulations to find the optimal amount of server locations and their geographical
placement. The various access delays were measured in real networks. We had
access to a campus Long Term Evolution (LTE) mobile network where we could
minimize the effect of network congestion and test different signal strength
values by moving further from the base stations.

For the virtual reality specific research question, we implemented a complete
server and client architecture for evaluating the designed techniques to hide the
latencies in cloud accelerated VR. The performance of the system was evaluated
with extensive measurements and a small-scale user study.

Real workloads and real processing platforms were also used for measuring the
latency and throughput characteristics of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
for mobile computer vision. We focused on the use case of object recognition and
detection from images. To understand the performance gains, we compared the
performance of CNNs on mobile devices and remote servers with and without
hardware acceleration.

There exists some literature on specific latency requirements for an acceptable
QoE in remote rendered graphics. However, this literature often does not
consider the base latencies native to the system and thus cannot be generalized
for other systems. In this thesis, we focus on measuring the entire delay pipeline
of latency critical mobile applications. The measured latencies are compared
to the latest known limits for acceptable delays discovered in recent human
computer interaction studies.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis summarizes six publications addressing the stated research ques-
tions. The contributions of these publications are elaborated as below.

Publication I presents a cloud accelerated remote virtual reality system named
CloudVR. The system enables graphics rendering in virtual reality applications
to be offloaded to cloud servers. The servers stream panoramic video frames
to the client, which the user can navigate locally before another frame update;
hence, perceived latency from head movements to display update is on par
with locally rendered setups. The system also allows dynamic object placement
and introduces optimizations in graphics rendering to reduce the server side
computational load and traffic.

Publication II explores the performance characteristics of convolutional neural
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networks (CNN) for mobile computer vision systems. The measurements include
both embedded processors found on mobile devices and network side high-
performance processors. The paper showcases multiple latency-throughput
trade-offs when tuning the system parameters in CNN-based computer vision
systems.

Publication III focuses on the latencies present in mobile cloud gaming systems.
The paper takes into account access delays in various networks and network
conditions. The main contribution of the paper is a Europe-wide latency mea-
surement study to find the optimal server locations and the effect on latency
when increasing the number of server locations. The paper shows that it is
possible for mobile cloud gaming systems to achieve latencies short enough that
users cannot perceive them in optimal conditions.

Publication IV introduces measurement methodology to study the latency
within a mobile device. The methodology is applied to three different types
of interactive mobile multimedia applications. The results demonstrate the
substantial variability in delays between mobile device models, applications
and input methods. The results shed light on the latency bottlenecks and the
maturity of technology for seamless user experience in delay-sensitive mobile
multimedia applications.

Publication V evaluates the server-side architecture of cloud gaming. Specifi-
cally, the paper investigates the use of containers instead of traditional virtual
machines to reduce the performance overhead and to simplify the instance de-
ployment. The measurements show that container-based instances can achieve
native performance while virtual machines can inflict significant performance
overhead.

Publication VI compares different cloud gaming deployment scenarios altering
both the network type and server location. The paper compares centralized
cloud gaming server deployment against edge deployment. The measurements
show that a cloud gaming scenario in which the server is located in ISP premises
is comparable to delays in local WiFi scenarios. In addition, we show techniques
to lower the energy consumption of cloud gaming on mobile devices.

1.4 Structure

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 surveys the state-of-the-
art literature on cloud gaming, virtual reality, image detection and classification
using convolutional neural networks and the available measurement methods.
We also survey the related research on system architecture design and distri-
bution. Chapter 3 summarizes the main contributions of this thesis. Chapter 4
concludes the thesis followed by the original published papers.
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2. Background and Related Works

This chapter presents the relevant background and related work for the latency
critical application scenarios discussed in this thesis, particularly cloud gaming,
virtual reality and remote object recognition and detection. The focus is on
previous research related to remote rendering and its effects on the perceived
quality of experience. We also discuss prior research related to distributing the
server architecture and the methods available for measuring end-to-end delay
in latency critical applications.

2.1 Delay-Sensitive Interactive Mobile Applications

Various delay-sensitive interactive mobile applications have gained popularity
in recent years. All such applications share the stringent requirements for delay
from user interaction to visible results on the display. In this section, we focus on
the main application scenarios addressed in the research questions of this thesis.
First, we review previous research on cloud gaming, specifically its benefits
and challenges as well as the effect of latency for the quality of experience. We
then discuss research related to the image detection and classification use case
utilizing convolutional neural networks. Finally, we discuss the virtual reality
application scenario with the focus on latency related research together with
prior work related to remote rendered VR.

2.1.1 Cloud Gaming

Cloud gaming is used as an example application of remote rendering in RQ 2 of
this thesis. It also functions as one of the example applications in RQ 1. Cloud
gaming is a fairly recent paradigm where the execution and rendering of the
game software is moved to a cloud server. The video output is encoded into video
frames and streamed to a thin client. This client can be another computer, a
game console or, in the case of mobile cloud gaming, a smart phone or a tablet.
Figure 2.1 shows the complete end-to-end pipeline in cloud gaming. The server
renders, captures and encodes the game into video frames and sends them to
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Figure 2.1. Framework of a cloud gaming platform (adapted from [88]).

the client. The client receives, decodes and displays the frames, captures users
control inputs and directs them back to the server.

Moving games to the cloud enables compute-intensive games to be played on
devices which cannot natively render the game. The main advantage of cloud
gaming is the far less strict requirements for the client hardware. Cloud gaming
also removes all architectural dependencies and enables game developers to
focus their efforts on a single platform. The number of available gaming devices
for high-end games could be exponentially grown, since even a standard smart
phone could be used as a gaming device. It has been also shown that cloud
gaming can potentially reduce the power consumption of mobile devices [89]. In
cloud gaming, there exists an unavoidable delay between the user triggering an
interaction and the updated visual output. The length of delay depends both
on the client and server hardware, as well as the cloud server location and the
prevailing network conditions. Latency strongly correlates with the Quality of
Experience (QoE) experienced by users.

The degradation of Quality of Experience (QoE) in cloud gaming has been
studied for example by Jarschel et al. [46] who conducted a subjective user study
into the user-perceived quality of experience to determine the key influence fac-
tors in cloud gaming. They showed that in the case of cloud gaming, traditional
parameters, such as delay, and packet loss, have to be put into context with the
content. The results of the study show that fast-paced games have a steeper QoE
degradation curve than medium- and slow-paced games. Lee et al. [57] have also
researched the impact of latency on user experience between different games
and concluded that games differ in their delay requirements. They developed a
model to predict the real-time strictness of a certain game based on the changes
in game visuals and user input frequency. A similar conclusion has been made
by Quax et al. [78] who state that games with intense interactions are more
sensitive to the presence of delay. Claypool et al. [20] also showed that user
performance in a cloud game can degrade by 25% with each 100 milliseconds of
latency and that cloud gaming is as sensitive to latency as first-person avatar
games in traditional online games.

The classification of game types by their latency requirements is still quite
vague and an open research question. More work is needed to understand
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how to quantify the user experience in mobile cloud gaming and to uncover its
relationship to latency together with other influencing factors. Raaen et al. [79]
eliminated the complexities of real game scenarios and conducted a simplified
experiment to specify the perceivable delay limits in pushing a button and the
corresponding visual stimulus. They concluded that a delay of 50 to 90 ms is
likely to go undetected for most users.

The cloud gaming related research of this thesis focuses on mobile cloud
gaming, on which there exists less direct previous research than for cloud
gaming on PC-based clients. Huang et al. [44] created an open source mobile
cloud gaming platform and performed experiments which showed that gamers
are more satisfied with the graphics quality on mobile devices, while they are
more satisfied with the control quality on desktop computers. A more detailed
approach is presented by Wang and Dey [99, 100] in form a model which shows
if certain network conditions are good enough for mobile cloud gaming. Soliman
et al. [89] discuss the general challenges of mobile cloud gaming and state that
user responsiveness, stream quality, service quality and operating cost are the
main issues in providing a mobile cloud gaming service.

Lee et al. [56] address the issue of user responsiveness by proposing a system
named Outatime, which renders multiple possible future outcomes for each
frame. The system renders speculative frames of future possible outcomes and
transmits them for the user ahead of time. This is achieved by pre-rendering a
massive number of frames in each possible point in the VR scene. The authors
claim that the system can hide up to 120 ms of network latency and present a
user study as evidence, in which the system was able to mimic playing across
a low-latency network. Recently, Lee et al. [55] proposed that the game engine
itself could adapt to the prevailing latency conditions and change the game
geometry to compensate for the hardened task in high latency conditions.

In addition to research papers, multiple cloud gaming companies have at-
tempted to provide a ground-breaking step towards on-demand gaming in the
past. Next, we present a short history of the commercialization of cloud gaming.
The lessons learned from the failed cloud gaming companies serve as valuable
lessons for future cloud gaming companies and guide the cloud gaming research
by highlighting the issues which still exist between adoption of cloud gaming for
the masses.

By 2019, the commercialization of cloud gaming has nearly lasted 20 years.
G-cluster [10], originally a Finnish company founded in 2000, implemented cloud
gaming as a gaming-on-demand technology. Their business model, analyzed
in [71], evolved in the early 2000s from technology development to IPTV market
and finally to offering gaming on demand also for PC users. However, in 2010,
they moved again from the highly competitive PC gaming realm back to the
IPTV market, focusing on casual gamers. G-cluster is currently owned by
Broadmedia [9], offering cloud gaming solutions in Japan. The technology
developed by G-cluster is heavily tied with the network operator. In the late
2000s, several cloud gaming providers emerged offering cloud gaming over any
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Internet connection, not tied to a specific network provider.
OnLive [72] is probably the most well-known and researched cloud gaming

provider in history. They provided a subscription-based service in the United
States, offering their cloud gaming solution through various data centers across
the continent. In 2012, OnLive ran into financial difficulties and finally sold its
patents to Sony [90]. Sony also acquired Gaikai, which was a preview service
for games utilizing cloud gaming. Sony incorporated this newly acquired cloud
gaming knowledge into a service called PS Now, in which users can play games
from older PlayStation consoles on-demand on modern consoles.

Recently, a new wave of cloud gaming providers has emerged into the markets.
This time large existing software companies, instead of startups, have announced
their plans to revolutionize gaming through cloud rendering. Microsoft has
announced [65] its plans to incorporate console equivalent hardware into their
data centers to enable cloud gaming with a project called xCloud. The vast
number of existing data center locations also helps Google with their competing
solution named Stadia [37]. Nvidia has also been perfecting their cloud gaming
solutions for over 10 years. They initially had purpose-built hardware for cloud
gaming in the form of tablets, TV set top boxes and game controllers with built
in displays. Their cloud gaming service Geforce Now, at the time of writing in
beta stage, currently offers cloud gaming for PC users.

It remains to be seen if this new wave of cloud gaming providers can establish
their solutions in the highly competitive market of PC gaming. As confirmed
in this thesis, a distributed network infrastructure helps to avoid the latency
issues in cloud gaming, which gives an advantage to Google and Microsoft, who
already have a world-wide network of data centers and edge locations. Cloud
rendering also requires GPU resources in the cloud. This need is also shared
by various trending artificial intelligence (AI) applications which utilize neural
networks in their pipeline. In the next section, we introduce a specific group of
latency critical applications, which utilize neural networks in object detection
and classification.

2.1.2 Object Detection and Classification using Convolutional
Neural Networks

In recent years, deep learning, particularly in form of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs), has become the dominant approach for machine learning
based multimedia analytics [54]. Deep learning has proven to be extremely pow-
erful and efficient for tasks, such as object detection and video scene recognition,
approaching and even surpassing human performance and accuracy in some
contexts [41]. Example applications leveraging these tasks include perception
and control in robotics [94], augmented reality [28] and intelligent video surveil-
lance [63]. These applications often require real-time analytics for an acceptable
human user experience. The trained neural networks often focus on detecting
and classifying objects frame by frame on a single image at a time. Recently,
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some papers have been also published on longer term video analysis [103, 26].
Convolutional neural networks are typically trained to recognize certain

classes of objects from images and their positions using relatively large number
of labeled images. However, unlike traditional machine learning methods, they
do not require manual feature engineering. Training a CNN model requires a rel-
atively large amount of time and computing resources. Although a single object
detection or classification task using a pre-trained model, known as inference,
can be performed in only few milliseconds [82], this process is highly dependent
on the available hardware acceleration. For instance, GPUs and ASICs can
considerably accelerate the underlying mathematical operations. A common
setup includes high-end graphics cards that support the Nvidia CUDA [68]
programming model.

Recently, mobile devices have also started to support deep learning both in
hardware and software. For example, Lane et al. [50] designed a software ac-
celerator named DeepX to optimize the resource consumption of deep learning
applications. Their experiments showed that large-scale deep learning models
can be run on modern mobile processors and can even outperform cloud-based
offloading solutions. Popular machine learning frameworks, such as Tensor-
flow, have lately been optimized also for mobile platforms [77]. The power of
purpose-built hardware acceleration has been pointed out in research by various
applications. Lane et al. [51] utilize a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) embedded
in a System on a Chip (SoC) of a mobile device to showcase that an audio sensing
software can run continuously on a mobile device without requiring too much
power. In addition, mobile GPUs can be used for deep learning acceleration.
Latifi et al. [52] presented a framework for running CNN inference on mobile
devices. The solution uses RenderScript, an Android framework for compute-
intensive workloads, which can utilize both the CPU and GPU. However, this
solution depends highly on the availability of CNN layer conversions to the
RenderScript format.

Other recent research has examined the computational behavior of CNNs
and the effect of the neural network architecture. Paleo [91] is an analytical
performance model for exploring the scalability of deep learning systems. The
authors aim to extract the computational requirements of neural network archi-
tectures to allow accurate modeling of the expected scalability and performance
of a deep learning system. Accurate profiling of computation in deep neural
networks is also pursued by Dong et al. [27] in their paper on a benchmark suite
named DNNMark. Their suite can be used to evaluate how a specific neural
network would perform on different hardware setups. Another approach is to
generate multiple versions of a model and trade accuracy for speed in resource-
constrained scenarios. Han et al. [40] analyzed this approach and additionally
designed a system which optimally schedules the use of different versions of the
models on both the end user device and cloud. Similarly, Bhattacharya et al. [7]
proposed to sparsify the fully connected layers and separate convolutional layers
to reduce the resource requirements of deep learning algorithms. They show
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Figure 2.2. The eXtended Reality (XR) spectrum.

that the algorithms can be run much faster, and the effect on accuracy can be
minimal when simplifying the deep learning networks for mobile devices.

However, mobile neural network computing platforms are very diverse, and
most mobile devices on the market have no direct acceleration support for
CNNs. For this reason, mobile applications often rely on cloud-based servers for
remote inference. In many cases, traditional cloud servers are not well-suited
to serve the requirements imposed by the new real-time applications since
new architectures, frameworks and runtimes have been designed to serve such
applications faster [67, 62]. Additionally, latency in CNN-based applications can
be mitigated by executing the neural networks as locally as possible.

By leveraging convolutional neural networks, mobile edge computing (MEC)
can alleviate the strict latency requirements of applications. MEC solutions use
a three-tier architecture, in which mobile edge computing servers are added
to the network edge between the client device and a more distant cloud server.
As the computing power affects the latency in addition to the distance to the
server, it is not trivial to balance the load of an application between the client,
edge and cloud servers. Recent research has shown that an edge server can also
help in deploying a generic deep learning model to the highly variable visual
domain of mobile scenarios [58]. The framework created by Li et al. uses a
highly distributed model together with crowdsensing to train adapted models to
specific geographical areas. Section 2.3.3 discusses the MEC architecture and
its benefits in more detail.

2.1.3 Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality (VR) applications and games have rapidly gained popularity in
recent years. In VR, the user is completely immersed in an artificial virtual
environment. VR is sometimes bundled together with Augmented Reality (AR)
and Mixed Reality (MR) under the umbrella term Extended Reality (XR). The
terms are visualized in Figure 2.2 as a continuum between the real and virtual
worlds. In Augmented Reality, simple objects or annotations are drawn on top of
real-world objects. Mixed Reality blends the real and virtual world further by
letting the two worlds interact.

In VR, the immersion to the virtual world is achieved using a head mounted
display (HMD), which projects the surrounding world using either specially
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recorded surround video or through computer generated graphics. The current
customer market is divided into high-end computer tethered VR platforms
and mobile wireless smart phone based solutions with less computing power.
The computer connected devices require a powerful and costly GPU to render
high-end VR applications, and they are often more expensive than their mobile
counterparts. On the other hand, mobile device based VR applications need to
be highly optimized to ensure that the device can render the VR application
with a sufficiently high framerate. This leads to a less immersive experience.
Since the price of HMDs has been recognized [83] as one of the main challenges
limiting the increased adoption of VR content, cloud rendering could help bring
high-quality VR content for mobile devices. However, the delay requirements
are even higher for VR applications than in traditional cloud gaming.

Latency from user input to system response needs to be extremely low in
VR applications. It has been estimated that the latency from head motion to
response should not exceed 20 ms to avoid VR sickness [3, 70], which is caused
by the mismatch between the sensory inputs of human vestibular and visual
systems. Several scientific studies have been conducted on latency perception
and effects in virtual reality systems. Waltemate et al. [98] examined the impact
of feedback delay on perception and motor performance in a cave automatic
virtual environment (CAVE), which is a projection-based immersive virtual
environment. Their virtual mirror image experiments showed that the motor
task and user performance can define the user’s perception of the delay rather
than any specific delay limit. For this reason, delays in simple motor tasks
may go unnoticed, while even a small delay can be perceived in complex tasks.
Additionally, it has been shown that the sensitivity to perceive latency can vary
based on the velocity [4] and randomness of head movement [3].

Cloud-based graphics rendering could enable high-end VR graphics also for
the smart phone based market segment. This would alleviate the need for a end
user to purchase a PC with a powerful graphics processing unit (GPU). Previous
research related to remote rendering in VR and cloud gaming has focused on
solving the problem using speculative rendering and content prefetching [56, 49].
Lai et al. [49] proposed a system named Furion, which uses pre-rendered frames
to address the latency issues in cloud-rendered VR. The system requires a vast
amount of disk space and works poorly with dynamic lighting models or complex
dynamic objects. Recently, Li et al. [59] proposed a system which utilizes image
warping to reuse received pixels between multiple frames on the client side. In
this thesis, in Section 3.3 we show how real-time rendering of panoramic frames
can hide the latency regarding head movements and how specific rendering
optimizations can reduce the computational load on the server and bandwidth
requirements between the server and the client.

Similar cloud-based rendering solutions have also been proposed for AR and
MR applications, which render annotations or simple graphics on top of real-
world camera input. Liu et al. [61] proposed an edge assisted object detection
system which offloads the computation to the network edge and hides the latency
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from users by locally tracking the detected objects using motion vector changes
on the received video stream. Evaluation of these latency critical applications
requires specific measurement methods.

2.2 Measurement Methods for Delay-sensitive Mobile Applications

Measuring the true end-to-end latency in delay-sensitive mobile applications
is often not trivial. The delay pipeline from user control input to display out-
put includes several software and hardware induced latencies. In this section
we summarize different methods used in previous research involving system
latency measurements related to delay-sensitive applications. Later in this
thesis, we introduce a novel way to measure the client-side delays with low-cost
measurement hardware.

Code injection or instrumentation is often a valid approach to measure the soft-
ware side delay steps. If the source code is available, simple timing functions can
be added to the application. Otherwise, it is sometimes possible to inject hooking
code into the target application process. In cloud gaming measurements, this
has been done for example by Chen et al. [14] who hook the Direct3D functions
to time when the application has finished drawing a frame. The weakness of this
type of measurement is that the final delay from the display hardware cannot
be measured. This step requires the use of external measurement devices.

High-speed cameras can also capture the display hardware delay. Such cam-
eras capture video with a high framerate and can record the measured session
into a video. Each recording must be manually inspected frame-by-frame to
measure the time between user actions and resulting video frames. This process
can be very time consuming even with well-documented measurement setup
instructions [48], and the accuracy depends on the framerate of the camera.
Depending on the measurement setup, it may also be sometimes difficult to
objectively assess from the video which frames contain certain events, such as
key presses. This approach has been used, for example, by Ivkovic et al. [45] who
have investigated the effect of local latencies in traditional networked online
games.

To alleviate the need for external devices, Cattan et al. [12] introduced a
predictive approach, which aims to predict future trajectories of controlled
human interactions. Although the measurement is precise, it requires a stable
input and multiple measurements to achieve this. The method only works for
drag inputs and requires a data set of multiple users to ensure accurate results.

More recently, the popularity of low-cost microcontroller platforms, such as the
Arduino, has spawned open-source projects for purpose-built software to measure
the feedback delay of mobile devices. Beyer et al. [6] first introduced a novel
measurement setup which inputs electronically simulated touch commands
and reads the display change using photoresistors attached to the Arduino
microcontroller. The system is more efficient and reliable than high-speed
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camera-based measurements and does not require data sets from multiple users.
A similar setup was built by Deber et al. [23] who showed that the device
measurements are repeatable within 0.4% and accurately match validated
measurements made using a high-speed camera. In this thesis we use a similar
approach based on an open-source design called Walt [36] and extend it to also
measure external USB and Bluetooth controllers.

Methods to measure the end-to-end latency (motion to photon) in VR applica-
tions are also needed. Various methods have been introduced to measure the
delay in VR systems. To capture the asynchrony between the signals and thus
the delay of a system, Di Luca proposed a combination of light-sensing devices
and luminance gradients both in the real and virtual world [25]. A photosensor-
based approach has been also proposed by Seo et al. [86]. Raaen and Kjellmo
presented [80] a system consisting of a laser pointer, light sensor and an os-
cilloscope, which could measure the delay also in sudden movements, unlike
previous measurement setups which relied on constant motion. High-speed
cameras have also been used both for manual and automated delay measure-
ments [34, 13]. In addition to more extensively researched mean and worst-case
scenarios, Stauffert et al. [92] argue that the latency jitter distribution should be
measured and studied more carefully. In our approach, presented in Section 3.1,
we extend the micro-controller based measurement tool also for the VR use case.

2.2.1 Application Pipeline Summary

In this section we have introduced five different applications which can benefit
from cloud offloading. The different application types, their inputs and outputs
are summarized in Table 2.1. Gaming and virtual reality applications can be
rendered in the cloud and sent back to the user device as an encoded video
stream, while the user controls are sent to the cloud. In cloud gaming, the
inputs include touch controls or input signals from an external controller. In VR
applications, user head orientation is also read from the sensors inside a mobile
phone and sent to the cloud server.

The cloud gaming pipeline can be further divided into smaller parts. Chen
et al. [15] have segmented the system response delay (RD) into three parts:
network delay (ND), processing delay (PD) and playout delay (OD). Network
delay corresponds with the more common term round-trip time (RTT). In cloud
rendering, this specifically corresponds to the time in which a player’s command
travels to the server, and a game screen is returned to the client. In this thesis,
we further divide network delay to access delay and the wired part of the network
segment. Access delay is the latency between the mobile device and the first
pingable IP address. In the Wi-Fi use case, this is the access point; in the
case of mobile networks, it is a machine immediately behind the packet core.
Processing delay is the time interval between the server receiving a command
from the client and the server submitting a corresponding video frame to the user.
This includes rendering the game scene and then encoding and transmitting
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Cloud Application
Input from user

device

Output from cloud

server

Cloud gaming
User controls

(touch, gamepad)
Video stream

Virtual Reality
User controls

(gyro, bluetooth)
Video stream

Augmented Reality Video from camera
Annotation info or

video stream

Object recognition Video from camera Annotation info

Object detection Video from camera
Annotation info and

bounding box

Table 2.1. Delay sensitive application summary with typical inputs and outputs.

the frame. Playout delay is the final part of the delay pipeline. It includes
receiving the video frame, decoding it and finally displaying it on the screen of
a mobile device. In addition to the presented delay, control delay (CD) should
be considered on the device side. It corresponds to the delay between the user
inputting a control and the device registering it.

Augmented reality, object recognition and object detection applications use
the camera of a mobile device as the main input to the system. This makes
the flow of data reversed compared to the remote rendering applications. The
client needs to send video or images to a cloud server. However, the cloud server
often sends only annotations or results of the object recognition task back to the
client. In all applications, the cloud server needs to perform its tasks in real-time
with minimal latency. In the next section, we summarize different cloud server
infrastructure possibilities and how the architecture can be distributed.

2.3 System Infrastructure and Architecture

System architecture can also have a high impact on the total latency perceived
by the user. In the next section we discuss the prevailing system architec-
tures in delay sensitive applications after which we review existing research on
distributing the server infrastructure.

2.3.1 System Architecture

Distributed multimedia applications are usually orchestrated by a single en-
tity [2]. Earlier, it was common for a service provider to own a set of servers.
Currently, the infrastructure is often virtualized and delegated to an external
company, which rents computational resources from data-centers, which are a
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set of interconnected servers [5]. This architecture can be classified as the most
centralized version. It is also the most scalable because such large data centers
are equipped with a vast number of data centers that can be rented according to
customer needs. However, the data centers might not provide sufficiently low
latencies for all delay sensitive applications. Although such data centers are
often centrally located, they may not be optimally located to minimize latency,
as there are other incentives in the decision making concerning data center
locations. The placement of such data centers is also sparse; typically, a couple
of server locations serve an entire continent.

Content Distribution Networks (CDN) have been introduced to provide re-
dundancy, scalability and low latency for service providers [2]. They are often
provided by a third-party company, practicing a dual-sided business with the
network operators and service providers. Such platform can contain tens of
thousands of servers, and the largest operators currently deliver up to 20% of all
Web traffic worldwide [69]. Although CDNs are great for caching content, they
are not usually designed to process it. For example, CDN servers can only relay
generated frames for remote rendering applications and thus cannot lower the
overall latency from the server to mobile devices.

The users can also be a part of the delivery architecture through peer-to-peer
(P2P) networking. Users can either forward the content received by them or
share the service management [11]. However, there are some caveats in this
architecture. Firewalls and Network-Address Translators (NATs) may prevent
direct connections between users [47]. It also hard for the service provider to
guarantee a steady QoS for the user in such architectures. In addition to the
three architectures described above, hybrid combinations of the three have also
been used. A service provider can support their networks with multiple data
centers, multiple CDNs or by combining P2P with a CDN [2].

The application binary as well as the capture and encoding software are usu-
ally encapsulated inside a virtual machine. The running application shares the
physical resources, such as CPU, GPU, memory and I/O, with other running
applications. This concept is known as server consolidation [2]. Depending on
the configuration, this virtualization layer can cause degradation of the system
performance. However, with careful configuration choices, the performance
overhead can be very small, if not negligible. Shea et al. [87] showed that even
a public cloud is ready for cloud gaming applications with minimal overhead.
Several studies have discussed VM allocation on a given stack of resources.
Zhang et al. [105] propose a CPU/GPU hybrid system utilizing user-level virtu-
alization. They also analyzed the specific system bottlenecks of different games
and designed cloud gaming specific task schedulers for cloud gaming sessions.
The research showed the possibility of scaling a single CPU/GPU resource for
multiple applications when the frames-per-second (FPS) targets are pre-defined
as "just good enough". Guan et al. [38] proposed a similar approach from a dif-
ferent perspective. Their architecture aims to minimize the energy consumption
of a cloud gaming service by providing a performance feedback from the game,
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Figure 2.3. Virtual Machines vs. Containers

thus optimizing the resources used by the cloud gaming system.
The concept of virtualization has been introduced already in the 1960s when

IBM used it to partition a large mainframe into several logical instances [64].
Virtual machines are typically controlled by a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)
or a hypervisor. This kind of full virtualization can run without modifications
on top of the host operating system and the VMM, which may perform hard-
ware emulation, binary translation, or use CPU virtualization techniques [75].
Paravirtualization and OS-layer virtualization are different levels of virtual-
ization. In paravirtualization, the kernel of a running guest OS is modified to
communicate directly with the VMM and is aware of the virtualized environ-
ment [60]. OS-layer virtualization, also known as container-based virtualization,
differs from the two by modifying the underlying OS to isolate instances [33].
Hypervisor-based virtual machines and containers are compared in Figure 2.3.
In container-based virtualization, the kernel is shared among the instances,
possibly resulting in much lower resource usage. Motivated by a few general
papers comparing virtual machines with containers [33, 102], we benchmark
the use of containers specifically in cloud gaming in Section 3.2.3.

2.3.2 Distributing the Server Infrastructure

Cloud computing has revolutionized the deployment of web applications and
services. The core principal of cloud computing has been consolidated resources
with a few data center locations [17]. However, the low latency requirements of
delay-sensitive mobile applications has created a need to deploy servers closer
to users. This is especially true for interactive remote rendering applications,
such as cloud gaming and remote rendered VR. Various strategies have been
proposed in previous research to distribute the server infrastructure.

Choy et al. [17] conducted a large-scale measurement study to determine if
existing cloud infrastructure can meet the requirements of the emerging class
of latency-sensitive multimedia applications. They showed that Amazon EC2
data center locations can provide a median latency of 80 ms to only 70% of the
measured end users. Considering client and server-side delays, they state that a
substantial increase is needed in the total number of data centers. Their solution
is to leverage existing content distribution infrastructure by enhancing them
with additional processing units and GPUs. This leads to an additional 28%
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of end-users who can meet the required latency requirements. In a follow-up
work, Choy et al. [18] propose a hybrid infrastructure using both cloud and
edge servers. They also show that careful game placement and server selection
schemes can increase the number of end-users who can be served by the system.

The perspective of a cloud gaming service provider (CGSP) has also been
studied by Tian et al. [96] who designed a cost-effective, adaptive cloud gaming
system which aims to minimize the cost for the CGSP while ensuring good
enough QoE for the users. They proposed an algorithm that could potentially
reduce the service cost by 25% for cloud gaming providers. Similarly, Hong
et al. [42] address the problem from the point of view of service providers.
They conducted measurement studies to address an optimization problem to
maximize the total profit for cloud gaming providers, while achieving just-good-
enough quality of experience (QoE). Their proposed algorithms could place
virtual machines on available servers with up to 90% higher efficiency than
an optimal algorithm. With similar research goals, Wu et al. [101] performed
measurements using a real large-scale cloud gaming service. They observed
that users suffer from high diversity both in queuing and response delays. Their
algorithm for server provisioning can significantly lower the operational cost
and simultaneously reduce latency.

Süselbeck et al. [93] point out that traditional multiplayer games induce
additional latency on top of the latency induced by the cloud gaming service,
which can further deteriorate the quality of experience for users. They use
Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) as an example and propose a
peer-to-peer-based middleware to distribute the multiplayer server functionality
across several server centers to co-locate the MMOG servers with the cloud
servers.

The geographical placement of servers has also been investigated outside
the latency critical application scope. To minimize the client cost to access
data, Qiu et al. [76] explored the problem of placing web server replicas in
content distribution networks (CDNs). They formulate a problem in which a
system decides M servers from N candidates (N > M) to minimize either the
clients’ latency or total bandwidth. The authors test numerous algorithms and
conclude that a greedy algorithm places the servers closest to the optimal result.
In this thesis we utilize the greedy algorithm in the search of optimal cloud
server locations in Europe for a cloud gaming system. Zhang et al. [104] also
consider the dynamic nature of the demand pattern and the infrastructure cost
in their algorithms. They provided a solution which optimizes the hosting cost
dynamically over time and also considered the case in which multiple service
providers might be competing for the same infrastructure.

The trend and need to bring virtual servers closer to the end users has created
much research and formed the concept of edge servers. In the next section we
summarize the research on edge computing, a promising architecture, which
could alleviate the latency issues in conversational video services.
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2.3.3 Edge Computing

The concept of bringing cloud servers closer to users both by physical distance
and by the number of hops in the network is referred to as edge computing.
The current solutions are inspired by a concept known as cyber foraging, which
was introduced by Satyanarayanan in 2001 [85]. The idea was that resource-
limited mobile devices could leverage nearby servers which are connected to
the Internet. The mobile phone could offload heavy tasks to the nearby servers,
which could also fetch large data sets from the Internet. The concept was further
developed by Satyanarayanan et al. in 2009 when they introduced cloudlets [84],
resource rich servers or clusters, which could utilize cloud computing tested
techniques, such as virtual machine (VM) based virtualization. This isolates the
client software from the host system. In the cloudlet vision, the client sends the
software to be offloaded to the host system in the form of a VM overlay. This
overlay is dynamically converged to an existing VM image and then executed on
the host machine. The architecture of the system is designed to contain three
tiers. Cloudlets are the middle tier between the client and a distant cloud server,
which could serve a degraded service in the case the cloudlets cannot be used.

In mobile networks, edge computing is transforming into an industry initiative
called Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) led by the European Telecommu-
nication Standards Institute (ETSI) [29]. The initiative was formerly named
Mobile Edge Computing. It has since been expanded to cater for the non-mobile
network requirements. Its purpose is to standardize an environment on which
applications from vendors, service providers and third-parties can be run on the
network edge. MEC aims to incorporate cloud-computing capabilities within
the Radio Access Network (RAN). In addition to close proximity to users, the
applications may benefit from contextual information received from the local
radio network [30]. The initiative also standardizes application programming
interfaces (APIs), for example, for user localization or data caching. In this
thesis we utilized Nokia’s prototype for mobile edge computing called Radio
Application Cloud Server (RACS), which is a server directly integrated into a
base station, hosting specifically designed applications in virtual machines. The
implementation was deployed in a campus LTE network, which enabled us to
conduct latency testing on a network with very low cross-traffic.

Fog computing is another edge computing concept introduced by Cisco [8] in
2012. Fog computing was introduced to extend the cloud computing paradigm to
the edge of the network [74]. It heavily focuses on bringing suitable networking
architecture for IoT applications, which may have low latency requirements or
may require densely-distributed points for data gathering [66].

The three presented terms (i.e., cloudlets, MEC, fog computing) have only
subtle differences. We compare the three terms in Table 2.2. Fog computing has
been mainly defined to interact with a distant cloud server, although cloudlets
can also be either stand-alone or cloud connected. Fog computing as a term
also incorporates highly distributed applications, while MEC and cloudlets
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Table 2.2. Comparison between Fog computing, Cloudlets and Multi-Access Edge Computing
(MEC). Derived from [66].

Fog Computing Cloudlet
Multi-Access

Edge Computing

(MEC)

Operation

mode

Connected

to cloud

Standalone or

connected to

cloud

Standalone

Target

applications

Mobile offloading

applications /

Any application

better provisioned

at the edge

Mobile

offloading

applications

Mobile offloading

applications /

Any application

better provisioned

at the edge

Virtualization VM or any other VM VM or any other

Main driver
Research and

Development

Research and

Development

Industry

consortium

focus on mobile offloading [66]. Cloudlets by definition use virtual machines in
resource isolation while fog computing and MEC terms don’t restrict the isolation
only to traditional virtual machines. Finally, fog computing and cloudlets are
mainly driven by the research community while multi-access edge computing is
developed by an industry consortium.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced the delay-sensitive mobile applications used
as example scenarios in this thesis. The concepts and related state-of-the-art
research has been reviewed regarding cloud gaming, virtual reality and object
detection and classification using convolutional neural networks. The main focus
of this thesis is on assessing distributed remote-rendering applications through
extensive measurements. To this end, we have also reviewed measurement
methods available for latency measurements and presented the existing work
regarding distributed cloud deployment.

In the next chapter, we find answers to the stated research questions by first
dissecting the delay of mobile delay-sensitive applications both in the client
device and on the cloud server. We use this information to combine our delay
assessment with a Europe-wide latency study to understand the role of the data
center location and count. We also show how remote rendering can be used
in virtual reality applications using latency hiding mechanisms and graphics
optimizations.
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3. Understanding and Optimizing
Delay-Sensitive Interactive Mobile
Application Systems

This chapter answers the research questions stated in Section 1.1 based on
extensive measurements, simulations and implementations. In addition, we
introduce the measurement methods used and the developed systems. We first
answer RQ 1 by presenting the needed methods to measure the total end-to-end
delay in interactive mobile applications and the detailed breakdown of delay
components. Next, we answer RQ 2 by combining the results from the previous
section with an extensive latency study on optimal server placement and archi-
tecture analysis. The results are presented and compared against limits found
in latest HCI studies regarding perceivable delays. We then address RQ 3 and
present the specific solutions needed to create a remote rendered solution for
virtual reality applications. Finally we discuss future work related to the topics
of this thesis.

3.1 Dissecting the Delay Components

This section focuses on dissecting the specific delay components affecting the
total end-to-end delay in latency-critical interactive applications. First, we cover
the delays in interactive mobile video applications after which we tackle the
delays in mobile local and offloaded object recognition and detection.

3.1.1 Delays in Interactive Mobile Video Applications

In Publication IV, we measure the step-wise latency in a pipeline of three types
of interactive multimedia applications, namely Remote Graphics Rendering
(RGR), of which we focus on mobile cloud gaming, Mobile Augmented Reality
(MAR) and Mobile Virtual Reality (MVR). The applications differ from each
other by the way in which the user interacts with the application. However, the
user experience is dependent on the end-to-end delay in all three cases.

In order to answer RQ 1, we first need to develop the measurement device and
software to enable accurate measurement of the true motion-to-photon latency
when a user interacts with a mobile device. In our measurements, we utilized a
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Figure 3.1. Delay measurement setup.

modified version of the WALT Latency timer [36]. The measurement setup is
depicted in Figure 3.1. The setup is comprised of an Arduino-compatible board
connected to the phone through a USB connection with a variety of different
input options. The board is time synchronized with the mobile phone with an
algorithm similar to Network Time Protocol (NTP).

The Arduino board is set up to act as a joystick through the USB connection.
This enables the setup to act as an external controller in the measurements. The
setup also has a coin attached to a relay to mimic touch controls. For the MVR
measurements, the setup includes a reference gyro to measure the start time
of motion as soon as possible. The device also has two photodiodes attached to
detect when the display has updated. The photodiodes sense the change from a
dark frame to a more illuminated frame. This allows us to measure the display
delay separately with a specially designed application, which alters the display
from white to black.

A summary of all the measured scenarios is shown in Figure 3.2. In Remote
graphics rendering (RGR), namely the cloud gaming scenario, two components
dominate the overall client-side delay: touch input processing and frame display.
The results show that on an older phone (Samsung S4) the touch screen latency
can reach up to a third of the overall client-side delay. On a more recent smart
phone (Samsung S7), the touch screen delay dropped from around 40 ms to 25
ms. This delay can be completely avoided with a USB connected or integrated
controller. Another major client-side delay in RGR is frame decoding. Newer
smartphones decode faster than older models. However, the native resolution of
a display in newer models is typically larger, which can lead to similar speeds in
frame decoding if the native resolution of the display is used. The frame display
time refers to the delay before a frame is visible on the screen after it has been
handed over from the media decoder to the display buffer. For both tested mobile
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Figure 3.2. Summary of the measured delay scenarios.

devices, the average frame display delay was approximately 25 ms.
In cloud gaming, the server also inflicts delays to the system. A cloud gam-

ing server receives control input from a thin client, renders and captures the
scene, encodes it into a video stream and sends it to the client. Previous bench-
marks [43] have shown the delay to vary 30 ms for a single frame when using
the open-source cloud gaming system GamingAnywhere. In Publication III, we
measured an even lower delay of 17 ms when using the built-in NVENC chip
of modern graphics cards designed specifically to capture and encode rendered
video frames.

In mobile virtual reality (MVR) applications, the mobile device is attached to a
wearable headset. The applications are controlled by the user’s head motion and
possibly an external Bluetooth connected controller. The MVR measurements
showed that newer smart phone models receive updates from the gyro module in
approximately 10 ms, while with older phones the delay can even reach 80 ms.
Bluetooth controller delay is equivalent to touch screen latency with measured
delays ranging from 20 to 30 ms. Frame display times for MVR applications
were surprisingly high approximately at 30 and 60 ms with and without the
asynchronous reprojection feature enabled.

Mobile augmented reality (MAR) applications differ from RGR and MVR
applications regarding the input to the system. Camera feed is the main input
to such systems. In MAR applications, we defined the control delay as the delay
between the image sensor starting to capture an image and the capture result
callback in the application code. Depending on the resolution, we measured
delays between 60 and 90 ms for the MAR control delay.

Overall, the dominant delay sources in test cases were control and frame
display delay. However, the control delay varies greatly between different
control input types. USB controller commands can be sent to the server in a
matter of milliseconds, while an AR application can wait up to 90 ms for a single
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frame from the camera. Touch and Bluetooth commands are processed in 20-30
ms on a modern mobile phone, while a gyro input is even faster by 12 ms on
average.

The measured delays can be compared to previous HCI studies regarding
perceivable delay limits. Deber et al. have characterized the Just Noticeable
Difference (JND) and the impact of additional latency on task performance in
user interaction with a touch device [24]. They found that the mean JND for
a tapping task is 69 ms for direct and 96 ms for indirect touch. Direct touch
indicates a visual cue directly under the touched area. In the indirect case, the
user’s gaze is not on the touched area. It can be argued that in our sample
scenarios, mobile cloud gaming in particular, the JND threshold is somewhere
in between the two. Comparing the limit to our results shows that only the VR
case with Bluetooth-based controls can reach the required end-to-end latency.
However, we show in Publication III that front buffer rendering, displays with
higher refresh rates as well as lower access delays of WiFi and 5G could alleviate
the problem and leave room also for the wired segment of the network path in
remote rendering applications. We further analyze these future projections and
different network access methods in Section 3.2 where we measure the effect of
distributed server placement on the total latency. Before this, we analyze the
latencies in two different use cases, namely local and offloaded object recognition
and detection.

3.1.2 Delays in Mobile Local and Offloaded Object Recognition and
Detection

In Publication II, we investigated the performance characteristics of convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN) for mobile computer vision systems. We par-
ticularly focused on object recognition, which is the basis for many computer
vision applications. Recently, deep learning, particularly CNNs, have become
the dominant approach for implementing such algorithms. The training of such
systems requires much time and computational resources. However, similar
to other use cases in this dissertation, the pipeline from user input to output,
when the trained system is used (i.e. inference), must be executed in a matter of
milliseconds.

Similar to the mobile augmented reality scenario, the camera image is the
input to object recognition systems and causes the initial delay. The CNN itself
can be run locally on the CPU, GPU or a dedicated accelerator; alternatively, the
entire camera image can be sent to an external server for offloaded inference.
Our measurements confirm that the latency of a single inference is highly
dependent on the availability and support of hardware acceleration both for
object recognition and detection.

We benchmarked two object recognition models, Inception V2 and MobileNet,
on a Nokia 8 mobile phone equipped with a Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 chipset.
The chipset features the Snapdragon Neural Processing Engine (NPE), which
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allows both CPU and GPU runtime modes. In our measurements, a single pro-
cessed video frame consists of preprocessing the latest captured image, running
inference on a neural network instance and post-processing the results. Switch-
ing between the CPU and GPU execution, the inference was 5 to 8 times faster
on the GPU than on CPU. The inference throughput for a single instance of
the network reached 20 frames per second using the lighter MobileNet network
and utilizing the GPU runtime of the NPE. CPU execution in the same model
dropped the throughput below 10 frames per second. The Inception V2 network
had a lower throughput on the mobile platform, ranging from 12 frames per
second on the GPU runtime to under 5 frames per second using only the CPU.
The results show that remote offloading might be beneficial for object recognition
even if the mobile platform utilizes hardware acceleration.

We studied offloaded inference for object recognition using two standalone
server deployments: TensorFlow Serving and the NVidia TensorRT runtime. We
used the Inception V2 model to compare the performance of two high-end server
setups with a local mobile scenario. The TensorFlow Serving measurements
show that the server deployment can perform roughly 40 concurrent image
classifications during the same time as the mobile deployment in its fastest
scenario. The TensorRT measurements showed that the performance gap can be
even higher when utilizing half-precision floating-point representation available
in the NVidia Volta architecture.

Object detection models have special operations that are not well supported on
mobile inference frameworks. We used a NVidia Jetson TX2 embedded comput-
ing device instead of a smartphone for the mobile object detection measurements.
We used three object detectors in the experiments: SSD Mobilenet v1 COCO,
SSD Inception v2 COCO, and VGG16 Faster RCNN PASCAL VOC. The average
throughputs when running the device in the full-clock mode were 4.3 fps for
SSD Mobilenet v1, 3.3 fps for SSD Inception v2, and 3.2 fps for Faster RCNN.

The local object detection results were compared to remote object detection
results performed using the SSD Inception V2 and Faster R-CNN object detec-
tors. The results show that the desktop server can run the inference network
over 50 fps and the throughput can be doubled with increased batch sizes. For
the remote object detection benchmarks, we also studied if manual placement of
operations between the CPU and the GPU can accelerate the object detection.
We noticed that the automatic operation placement in Tensorflow is not optimal,
as we were able to speed up the inference by 20-50% by manually assigning the
pre- and post-processing parts of the detection to the CPU.

Overall, object recognition and detection have significant latency-throughput
trade-offs. However, the behavior is very complex, and the performance highly
depends on the availability and support for hardware acceleration. In the next
chapter, we study how server placement and architecture affects the end-to-end
latency. We use cloud gaming as an example scenario. Nevertheless, the results
are applicable to all latency-critical applications.
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3.2 Optimizing Server Placement and Architecture

Previously, we dissected the components which affect the total end-to-end de-
lay in latency-critical interactive applications. By using cloud gaming as an
example scenario, we now measure how the network delay changes when vary-
ing the distribution of the server locations and using different network access
methods. Next, we measure the effects of server architecture. Finally, we have
the necessary measurement results to answer RQ 2: Is it possible for a cloud
gaming system to achieve latencies so short that users cannot perceive them
with current technologies?

3.2.1 Latency Study

Network latency can be a large portion of the overall delay in cloud gaming
systems. Network latency depends mostly on the geographical distance between
the server and the client. In order to characterize the latency contribution
of the wired segment of the network path, we conducted a ping-latency study
in Publication III between a large a number of server candidates within Europe.
We used the Planetlab Europe [31] testbed to measure the latency from 79 Plan-
etlab servers to 1622 Speedtest.net [73] server locations. We then divided the
European continent into smaller areas based on the Nomenclature of Territorial
Units for Statistics (NUTS) classification of areas provided by Eurostat [32]. We
calculated average latencies to each area from all 79 Planetlab servers which act
as the data center location candidates. We used population data for each area
to calculate optimal data center locations for minimizing latency for maximum
number of potential users. Figure 3.3 shows the latency reduction when more
data center locations are added to the system, while Figure 3.4 shows the actual
optimal locations chosen using a greedy algorithm.

The greedy algorithm approximates the global optimal solution by making
the locally optimal decision in each stage. The algorithm adds server locations
one by one to the system, always choosing the next optimal server location to
minimize the latency for maximum number of users. The greedy algorithm has
been proven to achieve near-optimal performance [76].

The results show that the latency difference between the 90th percentile from
one data center location to ten locations is roughly 20 ms, after which the latency
distribution is barely affected when adding new locations to the system. Central
locations in Europe are naturally densely covered by the optimal locations
since population density is higher in these regions. Figure 3.3 shows in dashed
lines the different latency limits gathered from our previous measurements for
scenarios using different network access methods, mobile phones and control
options. With the newer Samsung S7 phone, WiFi and USB input, the coverage
reaches 50% of the potential user base. This can be raised to 60% with 3 data
center locations and up to 80% using 10 locations. We also showed that the
Amazon EC2 locations are not perfectly optimized to minimize the end-to-end
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Figure 3.3. Latency distribution with different location counts

latency. Next, we examine how the different network access methods and
conditions affect the latency.

3.2.2 Access Delay and Distributed Edge Deployment

Access delay is the latency from the mobile device to the first pingable IP address.
It is always part of the base latency of a remote rendering system. In Wi-Fi
networks this is the access point and in mobile networks it is a machine just
behind the packet core. In Publication III and and Publication VI we measure
and deploy cloud gaming systems in both cases. In Publication III we used a
campus LTE network to measure the access delay in optimal conditions in which
we recorded an average delay of 12 ms. When Wi-Fi is used, the delay drops to
under 2 ms.

The Internet Service Provider (ISP) may have an advantage in providing
low-latency optimized server resources for the clients as the lowest delay for a
client-server architecture in mobile networks is achieved between the mobile
device and a server behind the packet core in the ISP premises. In Publication
VI we presented a prototype of a cloud gaming platform with distributed cloud
infrastructure. In the prototype, the distributed architecture also allows for
the users to choose between several different ways to display and control the
game. In addition to direct play using the mobile device display and touch
controls, users could also switch into using the mobile device only for controls
while displaying the game image on an external display such as a TV or a public
display.

We implemented the distributed cloud gaming prototype on top of the Gamin-
gAnywhere open-source cloud gaming platform [43]. The cloud gaming instances
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Figure 3.4. Server locations allocated by the greedy algorithm.

were encapsulated inside virtual machines and provisioned using the VM synthe-
sis techniques developed by Hat et al. [39]. The GamingAnywhere software was
modified with injected timestamps to measure both the server-side processing
delay and the client-side playout delay. The network delay was measured in
Wi-Fi, 3G and LTE use cases. We compared scenarios where the cloud gaming
server was placed either in the local network, on the edge in ISP premises or
on the Amazon EC2 public cloud service provider. The measured total response
delay was compared against latency limits found in a study by Jarschel et al. [46].
The local Wi-Fi and the LTE scenario with the cloud gaming server in the ISP
premises both achieved a total latency just under 60 ms. Switching to the public
cloud increased the total latency to just over 100 ms while the 3G use case
added additional 20 ms. The results show that either a local Wi-Fi or an edge
deployment with cellular connections is needed at least for the most fast-paced
games in cloud gaming.

The response delay measurements demonstrated the need for distributing
the cloud gaming system. The results also confirmed that the ISPs have an
advantage in providing low-latency optimized server infrastructure for cloud
gaming. This could also reduce traffic going in and out of the operator’s network.
On the other hand, more slow-paced games could potentially be rendered in
a distant cloud such as the tested Amazon EC2. Cloud providers have also
recently started to provide edge computing resources. These services such as
Amazon’s CloudFront [21] could potentially benefit cloud-rendered applications
in the future if their scope is broadened beyond simple web applications. Both
the ISP and the cloud edge provider scenarios would however require that GPU
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resources are deployed also to the edge of the network.
In addition to response delay, distributing the system deployment can also save

power on the user device. In Publication VI we show how the power consumption
can be decreased by 35-40% when using the mobile device only for the controls
while directing the video stream to an external display. We also showed that
connecting through a Wi-Fi connection cuts the power consumption by a third
compared to cellular access.

The measurements conducted in Publication VI were executed in optimal
conditions. The connection quality might however vary in mobile networks
due to signal strength and cross-traffic. In Publication III we measure the
effect of signal strength on the network delay by logging the LTE Reference
Signal Strength Power (RSRP) and the latency through the packet network
while changing the physical distance to the base station. The test was carried
out with a Samsung S4 mobile phone connected to a campus LTE network with
a single base station. RSRP is defined as the linear average over the power
contributions of the resource elements that carry cell-specific reference signals
within the measurement frequency bandwidth [1]. Values greater than -85
dBm are considered excellent and values between -85 dBm and -102 dBm are
considered good. Below that -103 dBm to -111 dBm is considered fair signal
strength and below -112 dBm the quality is poor [22].

We observed three distinct patterns in the delay. The delay is stable between
-50 and -70 dBm after which the fluctuation becomes more noticeable up to
around -100 dBm. After this the delay starts to fluctuate heavily. The traffic
load can also affect the delay. In our measurements we were not able to observe
differences in delay when we were loading the network with downlink traffic.
However, with uplink traffic we were able to increase the delay by 50 ms with
noticeable fluctuation.

3.2.3 Server Architecture

In cloud computing and particularly in GPU powered remote graphics rendering
applications, the high resource usage is a challenge. Virtualization techniques
are typically used to isolate users and share limited server resources. However,
these virtualization methods can inflict a performance overhead, which might
limit the user count for a single server. In Publication V, we investigate the
use of operating-system-level virtualization instances, known as containers, as
a replacement for traditional virtual machines. Cloud gaming is applied as a
use case in the performance measurements. Nevertheless, the work can also be
generalized for other GPU workloads.

Traditionally in cloud gaming, a VM runs its own operating system with the
scene capturing and encoding software and the game inside a virtual OS. In
our system design, we only isolate the game instance inside a virtualization
layer and run it in a Linux container. We build a prototype implementation of
a cloud gaming service for both implementation strategies. We use Docker for
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the container implementation and QEMU with GPU-passthrough support for
the VM case. We evaluate the performance overhead of both systems through
extensive measurements.

We measured the CPU performance using both a generic CPU benchmark (Sys-
stat [35]) and two video encoding software, x264 [97] and ffmpeg [95]. Containers
were able to process the Sysstat and x264 workloads almost with identical per-
formance than the native system, while the VM-based solution generated a 2-3%
overhead. In the ffmpeg tests, containers again demonstrated close to native
performance, while the VM case showed a 16% performance loss. In addition, we
measured the open-source GamingAnywhere server processing delay to cause a
5-9% performance loss in a VM environment.

The GPU performance of the two deployment alternatives were measured
using two GPU-bound benchmarks. Depending on the graphics card used, we
measured a 4-8% performance loss with a VM, while the container instance
utilized the GPU with native performance. In game specific tests, we witnessed a
15-27% performance loss for the VM case. Hardware accelerated video encoding
using the GPU is another important aspect in cloud gaming applications. We
measured significant performance loss of 22-33% for the VM case also for this
scenario, while the container’s performance was identical wth the native case.
We also showed that the container deployment scales for multiple users.

As the number of users varies in a cloud gaming system, new instances have
to be turned on and off when necessary. Containers offer an advantage over
VMs, as the whole operating system need not be started for each instance. In
our measurements, we showed that a cloud gaming container can be launched
in 0.3 seconds, whereas booting a VM may require as much as 25 seconds. In
addition, we showed that a container can be saved and restored over five times
faster than virtual machines.

Containers have some limitations compared to traditional virtual machines.
The isolation of applications is not as complete as the container shares the
kernel of the host system. GPU acceleration is also currently only available on
the Linux operating system which limits its use especially on gaming where
Windows is the dominant platform. Next, we present a summary of the end-to-
end delay pipeline in cloud gaming and present a future projection on the delay
development.

3.2.4 Summary and Future Projections

The end-to-end cloud gaming delay results are summarized in Figure 3.5a
without the wired segment of the network path, which is measured separately
in Section 3.2.1. The JND threshold for imperceivable delay is plotted with a
dashed line. The results show that there is very little room for any additional
latency after the access delay, base latency of the client device and the processing
delay of the server. Achieving the delay limit requires optimal conditions with a
limited set of control methods. As shown in Section 3.1, the touch screen and
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(a) Response delay in different scenar-
ios without the wired segment of the
network path. The JND threshold
for imperceivable delay (96 ms) is
plotted with a dashed line.

(b) Response delay in different scenar-
ios with future improvements with-
out the wired segment of the net-
work path. FB = Front buffer ren-
dering. Hz = 120 Hz displays. Ac =
1 ms Access delay (5G).

Figure 3.5. Comparison between measured (a) delay results for all scenarios and future predic-
tions (b) for the S7 LTE scenario.

frame display delay are the largest components affecting the base latency in
mobile phones. Additionally, access delay and network delay should be as short
as possible.

Mobile devices displays typically have a refresh rate of 60 Hz, which translates
to a lowest possible delay of 16.7 ms between frames. Increasing the refresh rate
would significantly lower the control to photon delay of mobile phones. Front
buffer rendering is also important for applications requiring low response times
for control inputs. In our work, we often measured a delay of 1.5 display periods
for display updates, which shows the existence of double buffering. Tearing
effects can be avoided with double or triple buffering; however, when latency is
the key factor, front buffer rendering should be used.

Access network still causes delays in LTE networks in addition to the wired
segment of the network path. This is likely to change when 5G deployments
are made, bringing mobile networks on par with WiFi networks. Figure 3.5b
shows a hypothetical latency case with front buffer rendering (FB), 120 Hz
displays (Hz) and 1 ms access network delay (Ac) together and then compared
with the Samsung S7 LTE test case. Combining the latency optimizations would
significantly increase the latency budget available for the wired part of the
network path. It should be noted that by employing front buffer rendering with
a fast display reduces the latency by roughly 20 ms, which has a stronger impact
on the overall latency than doubling the number of cloud server locations.

Overall, the measurements show that with future optimizations and optimal
network conditions, imperceivable delay in cloud gaming is possible. In the
next section, we address an even more challenging scenario with cloud rendered
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virtual reality, in which basic latency optimizations are insufficient since the
latency budgets are extremely low. As we cannot eliminate all the latencies
involved, we need to create new techniques to hide the latency from the user.

3.3 Building the System and Methods for Remote Rendered Virtual
Reality

In Publication IV we measured the delay pipeline of a local mobile virtual reality
application. We concluded that with newer phones the gyroscope latency is under
5 ms which makes it suitable for fast head tracking. The display logic of modern
mobile operating systems can also be optimized for viewing VR content with
support for front-buffer rendering. These developments make it possible for a
mobile phone to support VR content as the display resolutions of mobile phones
are also on par with dedicated VR headsets. The computing and rendering
power of mobile phones is however vastly inferior compared to desktop PCs.
Remote rendering could possibly resolve this issue and enable high-quality VR
content on mobile devices. Offloading graphics rendering does however produce
other challenges mainly caused by the stringent latency requirements of VR
applications.

Remote rendering applications add unavoidable latency to the end-to-end delay
pipeline, which needs to be addressed in the system design. In cloud rendered
virtual reality, the latency issues are even more highlighted. Some estimate
that the rotation latency from head movement to corresponding response on
the screen should be under 20 ms to avoid simulator sickness caused by the
lag between the sensory inputs from visual and vestibular systems [70]. In
addition to rotation latency, separate translation and interaction latencies can
be present in a VR application. We define translation latency to be the delay
from a controller command to the user avatar moving in the virtual world
and interaction latency as the delay when moving a game object by moving a
hand-held controller. The different latencies are not equally important for user
experience. We utilized this in the design of the cloud-accelerated VR system.

We address RQ 3 in Publication I. We build a complete end-to-end remote VR
system named CloudVR to enable high-quality graphics on mobile devices. We
utilize the same principals as in traditional cloud gaming. Control information
is streamed to the server, and video frames are encoded on the server, sent
through the network and decoded on the thin client. However, capturing only
the current viewport and presenting traditional frames is not a feasible solution
in cloud-rendered VR because even a short network latency can be too much for
the system. CloudVR renders and transmits panoramic video frames which can
be locally navigated by the client. This method ensures that the rotation latency
is as short as in locally rendered VR.

Panoramic rendering can be computationally expensive as the entire surround-
ings of the camera are rendered. To alleviate the computational requirements on
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Figure 3.6. Custom frustum culling disabled (left), enabled (middle) and with multi-resolution
rendering (right).
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Figure 3.7. Framerate improvement with Multi-resolution rendering and Custom frustum
culling in the Viking Village scene.

the server, we introduced three strategies in CloudVR: custom frustum culling,
multi-resolution rendering and dynamic object placement. In custom frustum
culling, we only render objects that are in or near the view frustum of the camera.
In addition, we do not render the rear facing side of the camera at all. Multi-
resolution rendering makes it possible to render the additional top, bottom and
side faces of the panoramic frame with a lower resolution than the front facing
side. We argue that these parts of the frames are mostly viewed by the user’s
peripheral vision and can be rendered with a lower resolution than the main
view. Custom frustum culling and multi-resolution rendering are illustrated in
Figure 3.6.

We conducted a performance evaluation for the CloudVR system in Publication
I. First, we showed that cloud rendering can bring high-quality VR content to
mobile devices with higher frame rates than with local rendering. A high-quality
tech demo scene Viking Village rendered around 5-10 fps with local rendering on
modern smart phones, while cloud rendering achieved a steady rate of 60 frames
per second. Cloud instance can also be easily scaled to match the rendering
requirements of the content. The effect of the rendering optimizations introduced
in the CloudVR system is shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. A clear frame rate
improvement can be seen when using the multi-resolution rendering method.
Overall, we were able to double the framerate and reduce bandwidth usage by
40% using the two rendering optimizations.

The proposed solution for offloading virtual reality applications includes the
possibility for dynamic object placement. In this strategy, the control and
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Figure 3.8. Bandwidth use of CloudVR with and without Multi-resolution rendering (MRR) and
Custom frustum size (CFC). (Resolution: 2880x1440, Fixed framerate: 40)

rendering of an interactable object can be transferred from the server to the
client. The heuristic for transferring an object can be the distance to the player
or direct user interaction with the object. The feature is implemented in our
prototype implementation and integrated into the user study. We also measured
the instantiation time of a small object to be roughly 20 ms and 240 ms for a
larger object. Downloading the moved object to the client require several seconds.
However, downloading can be performed in the background and cached for later
use.

We also conducted a small-scale user study to understand how the latency
is perceived in the CloudVR system. The two-alternative forced choice (2AFC)
study used the Viking Village scene where the users could move and look around
as well as swing a sword using a handheld controller. The experiment was done
with and without added latency in multiple stages. The experiment showed that
users were not able to notice the inclusion of 20 ms latency, which was added on
the base latency of our system. With additional 100 and 200 ms latencies, users
were able to detect a difference between latencies when the sword (interactable
object) was rendered remotely. Interestingly, the results were less clear when
the sword was rendered locally. This indicates that the noticeable difference is
shorter in interaction latency than in translation latency.

3.4 Future Work

By dissecting the delay components in latency-critical mobile applications, this
thesis has shed light on the bottlenecks in latency-critical mobile application
systems. The developed measurement methods can also be used in future
research to accurately measure the base latency induced by the devices. The
accurate measurement results of the base latencies incurred by the distributed
system itself creates a foundation for further research. Naturally, this research
can be updated with measurement results with the very latest smart phones to
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keep track of the response delay development and the accuracy of the predictions
presented in this thesis. Looking more into the future, research topics regarding
latency critical mobile application systems can be divided into four themes:
quality of experience, latency, distribution of computation and bandwidth.

The link between response time and quality of experience is still an open issue
in many latency-critical mobile applications. This is a challenging research field
as recent research has shown the vast amount of parameters that might affect
the user experience. For example in cloud gaming, the type of game, experience
and mood of the user and control method all can have an effect on the overall
quality of experience. This leads to the assumption that the required quality
of service might be a dynamic variable which can change multiple times even
during a session. An interesting future research topic would be to try to dissect
and identify from user sessions small sub-tasks with specific QoS requirements.
This could lead to more usable and stable QoE models which wouldn’t rely on
broad categorizations such as a game type when considering the accepted latency
boundaries.

The measurement study for cloud gaming conducted in this thesis focused
mostly on optimal conditions to answer if the system could achieve sufficiently
low latencies under any circumstances so that the user cannot perceive remote
rendering. However, the variation of latency is also highly related to the quality
of experience. Currently, we plan to extend the experiments on the latency
variations specifically to mobile networks based on location, mobility and time
of day. Latency variations could also rise from the device side in longer use.
For example, additional measurements should be conducted to verify if system
temperature affects the delay or its variability. Extensive data sets of the latency
variation could provide a basis for a predictive model for forecasting the latency.
In the future, this could help to determine where to geographically instantiate
the cloud gaming servers. This is an important research question as in a highly
distributed system the resources are often not equally distributed and don’t
incur the same cost. Thus, it is important to know in advance and be able to
predict the server location which can serve the client with an acceptable QoE.

The distribution of computation is another challenging topic. When to of-
fload computation and when to utilize local resources is a challenging balancing
task. In this thesis, we have shown strategies on how to enable remote render-
ing in the virtual reality use case. Our findings have however also indicated
possibilities for future research to improve the performance of the developed
cloud-rendered virtual reality system. The equirectangular projection used in
the implementation might not be optimal for minimizing bandwidth and quality
for the user. In our on-going work, we have switched to using a dynamically
scalable partial cubemap presentation of the viewport to maximize the visual
information available for a single frame. The presented solution also hides the
latency only from a user’s head rotation, which may be insufficient for systems
with six degrees of freedom (6DoF). Image warping based solutions could also be
developed to further extend the system. Movement prediction could also be used
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to further improve the responsiveness of remote rendering systems. The predic-
tion could be implemented with traditional algorithms or with deep learning
based algorithms trained with previous user data. Furthermore, more extensive
user studies are needed to understand the roles of different latency types and
amounts in cloud rendered VR. The proposed remote rendering solution for VR
could also be extended to support augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality
applications. Remote rendered augmented reality has additional challenges com-
pared to the VR solution as the 3D graphics needs to be in sync with real world.
In the case of smart phones and future headsets with see-through cameras, this
means the synchronization between the video stream of the camera and the
projected 3D world.

In our measurements, we have shown that mobile LTE networks can carry low
latency high resolution video at least in optimal network conditions. The high
bandwidth demands of remote rendering could however incur too much traffic to
the already congested networks. This could be highlighted in the future as the
pressure for raising the resolution of video especially in the virtual reality use
case grows. LTE networks still also induce a notable access delay to the system.
This delay can hopefully be removed when 5G networks and devices enter the
market. However, the coverage of 5G networks might not be as dense as the
current LTE deployments. Edge computing is another paradigm which still has
not lived up to its promises. Our research shows a clear need for hardware
accelerated computing resources for the edge since both remote rendering, and
remote object recognition and detection tasks would benefit from lower latencies
to the offload server. Edge execution of offloaded applications could also alleviate
the bandwidth requirements from the core network.
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4. Conclusion

This thesis has investigated approaches to efficiently set up a distributed mobile
interactive cloud system for latency-critical applications. The goal is challenging
as the entire pipeline from the user device to the cloud server needs to be
understood together with the specific needs of the target application. In addition,
the system needs to consider the properties of the human sensory system. We
approach achieving the goal through extensive measurements, system designs
and implementations, using the knowledge from the latest human computer
interaction studies in our assessment.

The first research question focused on how to accurately measure and what
are the largest delay components in latency-critical applications. To achieve this,
we developed a novel measurement method to effectively measure the client-side
delay components on the mobile device. We also injected the application code
of real systems to dissect the software part of delay components. Cloud gaming
and mobile virtual and augmented reality applications were used as use cases
together with applications utilizing machine learning methods in object detection
and recognition. In remote rendering applications, the client-side delays in
touch input and device display were shown to be relatively high compared to
frame decoding and receival. In addition, we demonstrated the substantial
variability in delays between different mobile device models, applications and
input methods.

Our second research question focused on the server placement and architec-
ture using cloud gaming as an example application. Specifically, we aimed to
determine if a cloud gaming system could be set up in such manner that the user
would not notice the interaction delay. Furthermore, we performed a Europe-
wide latency study to determine how much latency can be avoided by increasing
the number of data center locations. Using the measurement data from the first
research question, we were able to show that with specific scenarios and optimal
conditions, it is possible to deploy such a system.

The third and final research question examined if remote rendering could
also be used in virtual reality applications, which have even more stringent
latency requirements than traditional cloud gaming applications. To answer this
question, we developed and evaluated a cloud accelerated remote virtual reality
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system named CloudVR. The system aims at hiding the inevitable delays in
remote rendering and also applies several rendering optimizations to alleviate
the load on the server.

In this regard, we have answered the main research questions by extensive
measurements and system design. The results can help service providers to
deploy a distributed system for latency-critical mobile applications and lead the
way for further research.
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